The role of fines in the modification of the fluidization and dispersion mechanism within dry powder inhaler formulations.
To investigate the role of in situ generated fine excipient particles on the fluidization and aerosolization properties of dry powder inhaler (DPI) formulations. Carrier based DPI formulations were prepared under low and high shear blending. Powder rheometery was utilized to measure bulk powder properties in a consolidated and aerated state. Powder fluidization and aerosolization characteristics were related to bulk powder properties using high speed imaging and inertial impaction measurements. High shear blending of formulations resulted in the in situ generation of excipient fines, which corresponded to an increase in aerosolization efficiency. The generation of fines were shown to increase the tensile strength and free volume of the carrier, which resulted in a characteristic change in the fluidization properties, as observed by high speed imaging. The increase in minimum fluidization velocity and aerodynamic drag forces required to aerate the powder may provide the source of energy for the increase in fine particle re-suspension. The in situ generation of excipient fines affect bulk powder properties of DPI formulations, which directly affects fluidization and aerosolization behaviour of DPI formulations. The study suggests an alternative mode of action by which fines increase DPI formulation performance.